
COOKIE POLICY

This website: http://roomie-radar.com (hereinafter, the "Website") uses cookies to track user
interactions with the services offered by the website owner, Roomie, and improve their
experience on the website.

WHAT IS A COOKIE?

Cookies are small amounts of information stored in the browser used by each User —on the
different devices they may use to browse— so that the server remembers certain information that
only the server that implemented it will later read. Cookies make navigation easier, friendlier, and
do not harm the browsing device.

Cookies are automatic procedures for collecting information about preferences determined by the
User during their visit to the Website in order to recognize them as a User, personalize their
experience and use of the Website, and may also, for example, help identify and resolve errors.

The information collected through cookies may include the date and time of visits to the Website,
the pages viewed, the time spent on the Website, and the sites visited just before and after it.
However, no cookie allows it to contact the User's phone number or any other personal contact
method. No cookie can extract information from the User's hard drive or steal personal
information. The only way for the User's private information to become part of the Cookie file is
for the user to personally provide that information to the server.

Cookies that allow a person to be identified are considered personal data. Therefore, the Privacy
Policy described above will apply to them. In this sense, for their use, the User's consent will be
necessary. This consent will be communicated, based on an authentic choice, offered through an
affirmative and positive decision, before the initial treatment, removable, and documented.

COOKIE CONSENT: COMPLIANCE WITH THE LEGAL
FRAMEWORK

By interacting with this digital domain, and in accordance with current legal provisions regarding
the protection of personal data, it is our obligation to explain our practices regarding the
implementation and management of cookies explicitly.
We provide, therefore, the ability to give informed consent to their use and facilitate the detailed
consultation of our guidelines through our comprehensive Cookie Policy.

If you choose to continue browsing our digital platform, we will infer such action as a tacit
manifestation of assent to our practices regarding cookies. However, it is essential to emphasize
that you have, at your sole discretion, the ability to withdraw such consent at any time by modifying
the relevant specifications of your web browser.

In order to consolidate the trust of our users, this portal operates in strict adherence to the current
regulatory provisions related to the use of cookies and the safeguarding of personal data:

● The LSSI-CE regulations (Law of the information society and electronic commerce) that
regulate information society services and electronic commerce in the digital sphere.

● The GDPR (Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27
April 2016, a regulatory instrument enacted in 2016 by the European Parliament, which
harmonizes provisions relating to the protection of personal data in the jurisdictions of the



European Union.

It should also be noted that our Cookie Policy may undergo changes to reflect regulatory
adjustments or changes in our activities, with the version displayed on our site holding immediate
validity.

TYPES OF COOKIES ON THE DIGITAL PLATFORM

With the primary goal of optimizing the user experience, conducting detailed data analysis,
consolidating, and retrieving relevant information about browsing patterns or device
specifications, the digital portal roomie-radar.com implements both its own cookies and those
from external entities.

What are the specific categories of cookies
implemented on this domain?

● Technical Cookies: These digital tools facilitate user interaction with the website, allowing
the full use of its functionalities. Among their applications are the management of digital
traffic, session authentication, access to restricted sections, conservation of transaction
components, processes associated with events, and ensuring a secure browsing
environment.

● Customization Cookies: These cookies enable users to benefit from a personalized service,
based on preset criteria derived from the user's device specifications, such as language,
browser used, or regional settings.

● Analytical Cookies: Whether managed directly by our entity or by third-party collaborators,
these tools authorize us to quantify and analyze user interaction patterns to proactively
improve the offers and services presented.

● Advertising and Behavioral Advertising Cookies: These cookies, whether managed
internally or by third parties, give us the ability to optimize and personalize advertising content
based on browsing pattern analysis. Additionally, behavioral advertising cookies allow us to
establish a detailed user profile in order to offer targeted advertising.

● Third-Party Cookies: It is relevant to note that appwebel.com employs external services
such as Google Analytics, an analytical tool provided by Google, Inc., to collect statistical data
and other related to interaction on the platform. This tool uses cookies that collect information,
which may be transmitted and processed by Google, and potentially shared with external
entities if legal regulations require it or if they act on behalf of Google.



DISABLE, REJECT, AND DELETE COOKIES

The User can disable, reject, and delete cookies —totally or partially— installed on their device
by configuring their browser (including, for example, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple
Safari, Internet Explorer). In this sense, the procedures for rejecting and deleting cookies may
differ from one Internet browser to another. Consequently, the User must consult the instructions
provided by the Internet browser they are using. In the event that the User rejects the use of
cookies —totally or partially— they may continue to use the Website, although they may have
limited use of some of its features.

If you have any questions about this Cookie Policy, you can contact us by sending us an email to
info@roomie-radar.com

mailto:info@roomie-radar.com

